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ACROSS
Coach, accepting direction, leaves collector 
(3-8)

1

An attack of illness in good health (3)7
Occupation within borders may be shattered 
(3,2)

9

Itinerants, lacking in energy, worked on the 
move (2,7)

10

Fellow, insincere, had misconstrued language 
(8,7)

11

Tribe not quite given native American 
recognition (7)

12

Part of Palm Sunday, March 20, 2016, 
perhaps? (4)

14

Characters written in Tibetan and Greek 
lettering (4)

17

Escort parked outside court after one, say (7)19
Chaos is apparent in country after raids go 
badly (15)

22

Doddery senior hanging around hospital, on 
the other hand, may be loco (4,5)

24

One who has unlimited supply of sedatives? 
(5)

25

This, to a great extent, ruined strike (3)26
Mentors shuffled in to see show (11)27

DOWN
Co-worker, perhaps, diced meat twice (4-4)1
Fantastic place in Northern Territory, one 
featured in country album (8)

2

Island group not affected by reduction of gas 
(5)

3

Idiotic, like 1 + 9? (7)4
Paid attention to description of a plain cake, 
perhaps (7)

5

Graphic is featured in article roughly written 
(9)

6

Bolt of lightning, say, bent in the middle (6)7
Secure last of potent anaesthetic (6)8
Excavated part of Uluru near the desert (9)13
Worker occupied by opening of chateau, that 
is, a country house (8)

15

Runts scrambled in care of small milk 
supplier (3,5)

16

My device possibly, a worrying person linked 
to computer component (7)

18

Outdoor entertainment centre's new diner 
closed around four (5-2)

19

Uncapped fish food is a little bit strange? (6)20
Make a date as trade union sanction rolled 
over (3,3)

21

Stop cab (or taxi) taking a short-cut? (5)23


